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June 29, 2017, 04:18 PM #1 Member Join Date: June 2015 Location: oman Messages: 145 How can I take back from Siemens op77b Hi guys, I can take back from op7 dp and op77a, but I am not able to take back from op77b.i I am using usb/multi-decker cablemaster. 1p 6es7 901-3db30-oxa0 to get a connection. I'm trying, but so far I'm not able to get a link between pg and
op77b. Keep me well and help me. Your support and assistance would be appreciated. Best wishes. Jamal. July 3, 2017, 03:13 AM #3 Member Join Date: June 2015 Location: oman Messages: 145 Hi Sigmadelta, Pr Thank you for your support and information. Your information helps me a lot. I used pro save software and cable used by the RS232 zero modem cable for the
OP77B. Cable Choice was wrong before. No problem now. I can download and download without any problems. Thank you and respect. Jamal. May 15, 2019, 02:54 AM #4 Banned User Join Date: April 2019 Location: China Messages: 1 I have an OP77B TouchPad. I don't have a backup. I tried to back up with Wincc Felxible 2005 sp1 software. but I can't get a bank transfer.
Please let us know what the program is downloading from the OP77B Touch panel. What can I do? May 15, 2019, 03:08 AM #5 Member Join Date: April 2016 Location: From Canada - Accommodation in Bulgaria Messages: 1.539 If your OP77B does not have a memory card installed with the project stored on it, you can't download the project with WinCC flexible. In this case, you
can only back up with Prosave, using the instructions on the link below: '0'en'en-WW Upgrades of the Siemens EPROM and EEPROM Service Service ------------------------ Visit: contrologica.com Email: info@contrologica.com Order each piece separately available This Siemens OP77A OP77b Membrane keyboard and protective shell are a 180 days of 180 days of 180 days of 180
days of 180 days of 180 The keyboard has 23 system keys, 8 freely customizable and freely indescribable function keys (4 with LEDs), displaying numerical and alphabetical input objects. The ratio of this plastic shell to the OP77B Siemens 1:1 case is identical and 100% compatible. Siemens OP77b graphics can be used as icons instead of text to mark function keys or buttons.
They can also be used as simple graphics on the screen. The configuration tool features a library containing a wide range of graphics and a wide range of objects. All editors with an OLE interface can be used as graphic editors (such as PaintShop, Designer or CorelDraw). Simatic OP77A can predetermine to mark function keys, process images and process values in any size of
the symbol. Bars are used to graphically display dynamic values. Display selection from PLC PLC support operator PLC. And the OP77B camera panel can choose a different language during execution, include 5 online languages, 32 configuration languages inclusive. Asian and Cyrillic character sets and language-dependent texts and graphics. The table below describes the
Siemens Simatic OP777B and case panel settings. How do you back up and restore the program on the Siemens OP77B OP777A dashboard? Answer: This feature allows you to download only a file. Let's call an image file uploaded to the Panel. The image file is only performed on the panel and you can recover it using Prosave software on the same panel again or another panel
with the same MLFB. You won't be able to change any thing in this file. As well as you don't need to buy licensed software (WinCC flexible), you can back up and recover using Prosave software and it's free software and can be downloaded from the Siemens website. Then follow Siemens technical support instructions: Siemens Simatic OP77A OP77B Reserve question: What
software uses Siemens OP77B OP777A panels? Answer: This is siMATIC WinCC Flexible Software, which is an integrated family of tools to customize TheSiemens OP77B OP77A panel operator operator units. The uniformity of the configuration software reduces training, maintenance, and upgrade requirements. For more information download PDF Siemens software WinCCflexible 2008 question: How to return transfer projects Siemens OP77A OP77B Simatic Panel? Answer: Project Back Transfer: This feature allows you to have a copy of the WinCC project from Simatic Panel. In this case, you can open this project from WinCC flexible and change if you want. Then follow Siemens technical support instructions: How do you return the operator's
panel designs and what to follow? The question is: What is the difference between OP77A vs. OP77B? Answer: The functions of these two products are the same, but its internal configuration is partially different. The Siemens OP77A version has 256 KB of memory and a Simatic OP77b version of 1MB and an optional MMC. The A-version definitely has an RS485 interface. Aad
Version B also has USB, RS232 and RS422: What is the Siemens Simatic OP77A OP77B Operator Panel Price of the Membrane Keyboard and Case? Answer: Send a quick quote, send VICPAS an email for the best price. June 29, 2017, 04:18 PM #1 Member Join Date: June 2015 Location: oman Messages: 145 How can I take back from Siemens op77b Hi guys, I can take
back from op7 dp and op77a, but I am not able to take back from op77b.i I am using usb/multi-decker cablemaster. 1p 6es7 901-3db30-oxa0 to get a connection. I'm trying, but so far I'm not able to get a connection pg and op77b. Keep me well and help me. Your support and assistance would be appreciated. Best wishes. Jamal. July 3, 2017 03:13 #3 member Date: June 2015
Location: oman Messages: 145 Hi Sigmadelta, Pr Thank you for your support and information. Your information helps me a lot. I used pro save software and cable used by the RS232 zero modem cable for the OP77B. Cable Choice was wrong before. No problem now. I can download and download without any problems. Thank you and respect. Jamal. May 15, 2019, 02:54 AM
#4 Banned User Join Date: April 2019 Location: China Messages: 1 I have an OP77B TouchPad. I don't have a backup. I tried to back up with Wincc Felxible 2005 sp1 software. but I can't get a bank transfer. Please let us know what the program is downloading from the OP77B Touch panel. What can I do? May 15, 2019, 03:08 AM #5 Member Join Date: April 2016 Location:
From Canada - Accommodation in Bulgaria Messages: 1.539 If your OP77B does not have a memory card installed with the project stored on it, you can't download the project with WinCC flexible. In this case, you can only back up with Prosave, using the instructions on the link below: '0'en'en-WW Upgrades of the Siemens EPROM and EEPROM Service Service ----------------------- Visit: contrologica.com Email: info@contrologica.com Order each piece separately available This Siemens OP77A OP77b Membrane keyboard and protective shell are a 180 days of 180 days of 180 days of 180 days of 180 days of 180 The keyboard has 23 system keys, 8 freely customizable and freely indescribable function keys (4 with LEDs), displaying numerical and
alphabetical input objects. The ratio of this plastic shell to the OP77B Siemens 1:1 case is identical and 100% compatible. Siemens OP77b graphics can be used as icons instead of text to mark function keys or buttons. They can also be used as simple graphics on the screen. The configuration tool features a library containing a wide range of graphics and a wide range of objects.
All editors with an OLE interface can be used as graphic editors (such as PaintShop, Designer or CorelDraw). Simatic OP77A can prejudge texts to mark function keys, process images, and process values in any size of the symbol. Bars are used to graphically display dynamic values. The choice of display from PLC supports the operator, prompted by PLC. And the OP77B
camera panel can choose a different language during execution, include 5 online languages, 32 configuration languages inclusive. Asian and Cyrillic character sets and language-dependent texts and graphics. The table below describes the Siemens Simatic OP777B and case panel settings. Question: backing up and restoring the program on the Siemens OP77B OP777A
dashboard? Answer: This feature allows you to download only a file. Let's call an image file uploaded to the Panel. Image file image only on the panel and you can restoreit using Prosave software on the same panel again or another panel with the same MLFB. You won't be able to change any thing in this file. As well as you don't need to buy licensed software (WinCC flexible),
you can back up and recover using Prosave software and it's free software and can be downloaded from the Siemens website. Then follow Siemens technical support instructions: Siemens Simatic OP77A OP77B Reserve question: What software uses Siemens OP77B OP777A panels? Answer: This is siMATIC WinCC Flexible Software, which is an integrated family of tools to
customize TheSiemens OP77B OP77A panel operator operator units. The uniformity of the configuration software reduces training, maintenance, and upgrade requirements. For more information download PDF Siemens software WinCC-flexible 2008 question: How to return transfer projects Siemens OP77A OP77B Simatic Panel? Answer: Project Back Transfer: This feature
allows you to have a copy of the WinCC project from Simatic Panel. In this case, you can open this project from WinCC flexible and change if you want. Then follow Siemens technical support instructions: How do you return the operator's panel designs and what to follow? The question is: What is the difference between OP77A vs. OP77B? Answer: The functions of these two
products are the same, but its internal configuration is partially different. The Siemens OP77A version has 256 KB of memory and a Simatic OP77b version of 1MB and an optional MMC. The A-version definitely has an RS485 interface. Aad Version B also has USB, RS232 and RS422: What is the Siemens Simatic OP77A OP77B Operator Panel Price of the Membrane Keyboard
and Case? Answer: Send a quick quote, send VICPAS an email for the best price. Price.
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